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original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
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MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use
any part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish
to use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask
is that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
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Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
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product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
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This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG is, under it’s own rules,
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
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No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
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EDITORIAL AND

and these greatly improved the supply chain……but not, by

INTRODUCTION

any means, risk free. Steam locomotives, the early mainstays
of the rail systems, produce plumes of smoke that were

Railways played a vital part during

visible for miles and provided an irresistable target for artillery

WW1….. so much so that it probably

batteries. The railways did not operate without their ‘fair

would not have been possible to

share’ of casualties and losses. It was far safer to operate

conduct the war, in the way that it

steam locomotives at night or in foggy conditions and that,

was, without them.

ultimately, became the ‘modus operendi’ as more motive
power became available using internal combustion engines.

Huge numbers of troops were needed at the front line, at the
Western Front, in the trenches, in support roles behind the

Those lightly laid rails would themselves prove to be an

trenches, in the gun emplacements, in catering and first aid/

increasingly inviting target, as the war progressed, to an ever

medical facilities and in managing the sheer logistics of

expanding use of aircraft as an offensive weapon.

moving all the war materials to their points of destination.
They all had to be supplied with the paraphernalia of war -

Under attack, the temptation is always to get out of harm’s

food, ammunition, water, guns, shells, rum rations (yes, you

way as quickly as possible - especially if you have no means

read that one right!)……the list is almost endless and the

to either defend yourself or retaliate. Loco crews were no

quantities involved were huge. It was, in every sense, a

less tempted to ‘outrun’ the threats they faced. With their

material hungry war.

sharp radius curves and prefabricated rail sections, it was not
uncommon for rails to be laid around shell craters and many

Moving such vast amounts of personnel and materials from

were the occasions that loco crews were unaware that such

all parts of Britain to the Channel and East coast ports was a

repairs had been made since they last travelled the line!

monumental exercise in itself and involved the co-ordinated
effort of every railway company in Britain. Everything then

Speeding train to get out of harm’s way, rough

had to cross the Channel/North Sea by boat/ship/barge

trackwork,sharp turn round crater, result ….. derailment, and

(almost anything that would float and carry a cargo!) and then

sometimes with catastrophic consequences. The casualty

be transferred to rail transport once mainland Europe had

rate amongst train crews was not always directly attributable

been reached. The destination rail heads were, of necessity,

to enemy fire even though that was, often, a contributory

well behind the front lines and well beyond the range of

factor.

enemy shell fire.

Inevitably this led to the use of ‘armoured trains’ that in

Most of the roads from the rail heads leading to the front lines

theory, at least, could give as much as they got. This in turn

in what were, largely, rural areas were unpaved and were

led to some, on the face of it, bizarre developments and the

very quickly churned up by the vast amount of horse drawn

introduction of ‘mobile’ gun batteries….. most of which were,

transport and, essentially, became ribbons of mud whenever

largely, ineffectual in the overall scheme of things.

it rained. The degredation of the roads was hardly improved
with the introduction of mechanised transport and their solid

And what of the horses all this mechanisation and steam

tyres. All too often the horses they were supposed to replace

power was supposed to replace? They were simply moved

were needed to drag the vehicles through the mud that had

nearer to the front line where they were used to haul and

once been road.

distribute all the incoming supplies, munitions and personnel
along the trenches, move the heavy guns to new locations

A better solution was needed and that came in the form of rail

and new emplacements (established emplacements were

transport.

regularly targeted by opposing artillery) and remove the
wounded and the dead from the front line. Nothing dis-spirits

Systems of narrow gauge railways were built between the
standard gauge rail heads and the front lines (by both sides)
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fighting forces more than to have to witness the rapidly

mounting number of casualties and utter carnage resulting

Perhaps a tipping point was that Britain was also able to call

(more often than not) from the sheer ineptitude of their

on the expertise gained in the USA with its 2ft gauge lines,

commanders ….. usually esconced more than a safe

particularly on the East coast (Maine, etc), by the likes of

distance from the front lines!

Alco and, especially, Baldwin. American built locomotives
played an increasingly crucial role, the more so after America

As for the importance of horses ….. did you know, for

became involved in the war in April 1917 following the sinking

example, that by far the greatest (in terms of bulk) commodity

of several American supply ships, by U-boat action, heading

transported by the ‘front line’ railways was fodder for the

for Britain and Germany’s offer to help Mexico regain its ‘lost’

horses? For the ‘Allied’ forces (UK, Canada, Commonwealth

lands as a result of the Mexican-American War (1846-48) -

and, later, USA), this fodder, almost invariably, had to be (if

known in the USA as the Mexican War.

not sourced) transported from (or via) the U.K. Getting
everything to the front lines was imperative and both the

The Germans had, incorrectly, surmised that ‘discouraging’

Allied and German forces used an almost universal, by that

supplies from the USA to Britain with the use of U-boats

time, track system based on the original Decauville 600mm

would starve both the nation of food and the wherewithall to

(nominal 2ft) gauge prefabricated rail system . This was a

continue the war. They calculated that they would be

system using short sections of track fixed to steel sleepers

victorious long before America could ‘join in’ despite them

(ties) that could be quickly transported, assembled and laid

attacking and sinking what was, up to that point, ‘neutral

and had already been tried and tested in many military

shipping’. They had not counted on the the development of

situations. The French, in particular, had standardised their

well protected convoys against u-boat attack nor the speedier

rail supply lines to the ‘Maginot Line’ from standard gauge

than expected mobilisation of America on to a ‘war footing’. It

railheads utilising steam locos outside the fortifications and

was a mis-calculation that would cost them dear. It was, most

internal combustion/electric powered locos within them.

assuredly, the beginning of the end. With the additional
resources that America could bring … man-power, munitions,

After the outbreak of war, the French and the British laid

new strategies and the inevitable boost to morale that ‘new’

thousands of miles of ‘trench railway’ track with the German

fighting forces engender amonst battle-weary, jaded forces

forces using very similar ‘Feldbahn’ systems on the other

…. the ‘writing was on the wall’. Germany, already at

side of the trenches. Both sides operated to a gauge of

stretching point herself, simply had no answer to this

600mm (1ft 11.625ins).

additional force.

Many of Britain’s quarry and industrial railways already

Germany had no choice but to capitulate once the Allied

operated on a nominal 2ft narrow gauge and included the

Forces had broken through the lines to avoid the destruction

Croesor Tramway (610mm), Ffestiniog Railway, Lynton and

of Germany herself. Further resistance was futile and

Barnstaple, Vale of Rheidol, Welsh Highland (all 597mm) and

counter-productive. The truce was called and the Armistice

the Corris and Talyllyn railways (686mm) so Britain had a

was duly signed to take effect at 11 o’clock on the morning of

long history (comparatively speaking) of building locomotives

the 11th of November 1918.

and rolling stock of around 600mm gauge (and not just for
the domestic market!) and it was not a major ‘redesign’

To reach that point had cost around 40,000,000 lives and

project to gear up to produce locomotives for the ‘war effort’

casualties. The Allies ‘lost’ about 5,700,000 soldiers, the

using 600mm gauge.

Central Powers (the German side) about 4,000,000. The rest,
as they say, was ‘collatoral damage’ …. with 21,000,000

In Germany, too, there was considerable experience of

wounded and around 10,000,000 civilian deaths. It had been

building locos and rolling stock and it should come as no

carnage on a grand scale such as the world had never seen.

surprise that both sides were able to very quickly ‘ramp up’

before.

their production to cater for ‘war needs’.
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“AMIENS 1918” – TRACKS &
TRENCHES
(009 Scale - WW1 Trench Railway)
Callum Willcox

The Battle

The Battle of Amiens marked one of the last major battles of
the First World War and marked the opening phase of the
Allied Offensive which began on the 8th August 1918. The
Battle, later known as the Hundred Days Offensive, ultimately
led to the end of the First World War.
incorporated both of these interests seamlessly into one and,
With over 75,000 Troops, 2000 Aircraft and 500 Tanks, the

with 100th Anniversary of the End of the First World War just

Allies advanced over 8 miles on the first day alone, re-

around the corner, it seemed the perfect time to do so.

capturing German held fortifications and equipment.
Construction started back in the spring of 2017, with the aim
of getting the layout finished for the start of 2018 …. and in
time for the commemorations.

Construction

The baseboard for the layout is a pre-cut 4ft x 2ft MDF sheet
from a local DIY store braced with plywood battens around
the edges. A separate MDF sheet, again braced with ply,
provides support for the scenic backdrop and lighting rig
which is just back from centre of the main board.

Legs for the layout are provided by 2 adjustable trestle
Set during the Battle, this scene depicts a re-captured

stands again purchased from a local DIY Store. The legs are

artillery battery which had become an Allied field

perfect for the layout because they fold flat for transportation

headquarters and supply depot where troops and tanks were

and they also allow me to adjust the overall height of the

prepared for the next offensive. It is served by a Narrow

display.

Gauge Field Railway.
All of this has to fit in the back of my small VW Fox! Making
Supply trains hauled by a mixture of British, US and French

sure the layout and all it’s equipment fitted was key to the

Locomotives, as well as captured German Rolling Stock,

build.

stream through the Battery with the tons of equipment and
materials that will ultimately lead to victory on the Western

Scenery

Front.
Creating scenery has always been the favourite part of
The Layout

modelling for me, and building the scene for “Amiens 1918”
was no exception. This was the first time I’d ever tried my

The layout came about due to a personal interest in both
railways and military history. I wanted to design a display that

hand at creating a war torn landscape and I wanted to the
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scene to be as realistic as possible based on real pictures

(Tutorials for many of the items mentioned above, plus the

taken during the Battle.

documentation for the build of layout can be seen on my
YouTube channel 'YouTube sdjr7f88')

I experimented with many different and new techniques to a
achieve a number of these effects …. the most noteable

Operation

being the use of brown wood filler, mixed with PVA, to create
the dry mud effect that covers the majority of the layout.

The Track-Plan consists of an oval run with fiddle yard, a
passing loop on the scenic side, plus two sidings which serve

I also like to use re-claimed materials, such as every day

the Artillery Battery. All points are manual, operated by dowel

house-hold items, to create certain items of scenery. The

rods, which run under the baseboards.

Currently, control for the layout is both DC and DCC which
allows me to operate the best of both worlds. The majority of
the fleet run on analogue however one of my Bachmann
Baldwins has been fitted with a digital sound decoder….
which adds a whole other level of running to the layout!

All stock currently is off the shelf ‘ready-to-run’ and is a
mixture of MiniTrains, Bachmann and Peco which have all
been detailed and weathered to suit.

Reaction
Trench Walls best demonstrate this. The are constructed

From documenting the creation of the layout on my YouTube

from an old cereal box for the backing piece, coffee stirrers

Channel SDJR7F88, to taking it on the road around the

for the planking, an aluminium Chinese take-away tray

country, I’ve been overwhelmed by the interest in and support

produced the corrugated iron kick board and, finally, wicker

for “Amiens 1918”, especially during this poignant Year of

garden board was used to make the upright supports.

Remembrance. From the start, I always knew that recreating

Vehicles are a mixture of plastic kits and off the shelf models,
a scene, set in such an iconic, yet awful point in history was

weathered to suit, while the WW1 figures that make the

going to be a challenge but, after seeing and hearing

scenes are resin kits, produced by W^D Models. All of which

people’s reactions, young and old, I’m really glad that it’s

have been painstakingly assembled and painted by hand by
myself.

touched the hearts of many and brings home the sacrifices of
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those who served to a new generation (much like my 24 year

train which, of course, will need a fitting layout to run on at

old self!).

some point, plus those who have been watching Channel 5’s
“Great Model Railway Challenge” may have also seen some

Overview

WW1 inspiration in our team’s build.

By far this has been my favourite project to date and I’m

If you’d like to see more of the layout, or any of my other

certain it won’t be my last military inspired build. Currently,

modelling projects, be sure to check out my YouTube

work is progressing on the construction of a WW1 armoured

channel ‘YouTube sdjr7f88’

loading the field gun, from troop movement by train to
EDITOR’S NOTE

unloading munitions. Piece all these stories together and you

I first saw this layout at Swindon’s ‘Celebration of Steam’ in

really do begin to get a feel for what it must have taken to

September of this year where I helped to operate ‘Wolfe

arm, service and supply just a very small part of this ‘front

Lowe’ (see October Newsletter) and was utterly fascinated

line’.

by it.
Callum’s attention to detail extends to his figures and the
Those who know me well will be only too aware that I am not

very natural poses they adopt …… and they also, somehow,

easily impressed at model railway exhibitions and unless a

manage to project ‘emotion’. The photo on the front cover of

layout ’stands out’ for some reason, I am likely to emit a

this Newsletter of his troop train does more than just depict

‘Humph’ and move on within a few, short minutes no matter

soldiers being carried to the front in a wagon…. it also,

the undeniable eﬀort that had gone into creating it!

somehow, manages to convey the fears, apprehensions and
misgivings of those being carried to an uncertain future and

So why did I spend almost half an hour in front of this

the sombre mood that generates.

layout?
That is something I have never seen captured in model form
Simply because it is full of amazing ‘cameo’ scenes and
every one tells its own story ……. from servicing the tank to

before and it was good enough reason to spend half an hour
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admiring it.

“ELEVEN FEET TO THE

This is not a popular topic to model, especially if you live in

TRENCHES”

North America. This meant that I would need to do a lot of
research and start asking a lot of questions. Little did I know
that simply asking questions would spark such an interest in

Larry Knapp

this subject.
One of the most positive aspects of modelling narrow gauge
My first help came from Australia and New Zealand to help

is the information exchange and help that other modellers are

me acquire my first few pieces of rolling stock.

willing to provide.

After posting pictures of the items and posting some online

I have been modelling narrow gauge for about 10 years now

thoughts and sample pictures, I cannot begin to elaborate on

and have made many friends around the world. Many people

all of the help that has been offered to me to assist in

have taken the time to share their interests and techniques to

creating my new RR (railroad).

try to help me develop my skills in the hobby. These people
have also learned my interests and background to try to push

People are sharing pictures, family stories and their

me to develop new thoughts.

specialized skills……….. it just keeps snow balling.
Around a year ago one of those friends shared an article that
I have had three old friends jump in to design and print 3D

really hit home.

items that could not be obtained on the open market. Les
Davis and Thomas Trollope helped develop a series of period

‘http://guysboroughgreatwarveterans.blogspot.com/2013/02/

freight cars and detail used by both the US and British forces.

canadian-railway-troops.html'

Ron Newby has created and printed details for me and has
spent hours at my house helping me with construction.

This pushed me to want
to replicate some of the

New friends were found in the UK that went above and

activities of the Corps of

beyond to help. I had been relentlessly searching for out of

Canadian Railway

production Wrightlines kits. I met a fine gentleman from the

Troops in Europe 1918.

UK, John Coates, who knew the last producer of the kits.

At the height of World

John was able to talk Adrian Swain out of retirement to fill an

War 1 the Corps of

order for locomotives, figures and rolling stock for me.

Canadian Railway

SlimRails and Duncan Models have also helped a lot. I also

Troops contained
Corps collar badge

also have many people in the UK scouting train shows for

19,000 personnel -

parts and figures for me.

16,000 working in France and Belgium, with the remainder in
England.

There are WWI themed show layouts in the UK and the
Canadian railway soldiers constructed light railways in areas

owners of those layouts have been very supportive and have

occupied by the five British Armies. That triggered the

provided me with invaluable information to move my project

thoughts that there were some serious Narrow Gauge

along. They are: “Up the Line” and “Ferme du Pont” ~ WDLR

Railroads built that could be modeled. I therefore set out on a

1918 ~ 0-14.

mission to decide on a scale. Since I was already modelling
North American ON30, I decided on 1/43 and 1/48 in forced

One of the best sources of photographs I have found are

perspective. Track would be Code 70 set at 16.5 mm. It

those posted on the Imperial War Museum site.

should be (if it was strictly to scale) 14mm, but I needed to

‘https://www.iwm.org.uk/'. …..search on Light Railways and

use available drive units from readily available HO models.

then filter on ‘WWI’ and ‘photographs’.
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A couple of pictures really got me going………

Just checking the rum rations …… can’t
all be empty, surely!

Yes, sir!

…….. which led to where I am now. What better way than to
let the pictures do the rest of the talking!

Watches synchronised. We open up at 0500 hours.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
As you’ve already probably gathered,
Larry is a Canadian living in the USA
and is a well known and respected
modeller. You can catch up with some
of his modelling exploits on ‘0n30
railroading’ via your own Facebook
account. For those with an interest in
American 0n30, it is a great site to
join. ….. You could, of course,
remortgage the house or cash in the
pension pot and pay a visit to Hickory
in 2021!
Once again, great use of superb
figures to bring scenes to life.
Ah! The rum ration jars weren’t all empty then. They soon will be!!
Time for a quick smoke before
the action starts again

In conclusion, my immediate aim is to have 11 running feet
of RR completed by 11/11/2018, the centenary of the
silencing of the guns on the Western Front.

The ultimate goal is to have a fully functioning 20 – 24 foot
long completed show layout for the National Narrow Gauge
convention to be held in Hickory, North Carolina, USA in
2021.

If you are interested in joining in the fun or would like
continued updates, please let me know. Simply contact the
Editor and he will forward any requests to me.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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‘TRACKS TO THE TRENCHES’
A new Museum is to be built just beyond the station, at

The WW1 railway events (several reviews in one) at
Apedale Valley Light Railway, Chesterton, Newcastle
Under Lyme

present they’re waiting for grants to build it. The main line
then goes past the old baths building – now the loco works
and machine shop. With a lean-to to keep working diesel

Neil Fraser

shunters in.

The events are held at the railway – an old pit now turned
into a Country Park, the site has a large field at the rear of
the railway. This has been developed as an event arena and
has a Field Railway connecting to the bottom of the site. The
Pit is still active as a Visitor Centre and has a good cafe, and
underground tours can be made. Parking for large events is a
field near the site entrance, a small tractor with passenger
cars can take you to the entrance if you don’t want to walk.

The Aurora Shed

Beyond the loco works is the Aurora Shed where the model
railways and some traders were housed.

The Visitor Centre

There have been 3 tracks to Trenches events the first in 2014
was a small event, the railway collected together a lot of
WW1 wagons and loco’s from around the country. The
railway is home to a lot of WW1 internal combustion locos of
several designs so was a natural choice for this type of
event, although the main line is only about ½ mile long at

The line then falls a bit then there is a run round loop. The

present.

line is going to be extended in the next 12 months with a

The station is next to the
Visitor Centre

level crossing before running around the country park for
about 1 mile.

The first
event had a
WW1
trench
setup in the
field
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area…….

No 9 was used in France but ‘Stanhope’ was used in Industry
at home.

……and the trains took them to the trenches. The ‘wounded’
and stretcher cases were carried away to the field hospital.
The 0-6-0 (above) was built in Stoke by Kerr Stuart for the
French Army Railways and was rebuilt by 3 members. It was
imported from France after ending up working near Calais in
a quarry.

The soldiers lived in tents with some of the railway staff and
had a good time in the Beer tent at night, the first event had
some WW1 period vehicles. The first event I got a photo pass
so I could go line side and on site without a problem … as
long as you were sensible there were no problems. There
were some non-front line WW1 locos but were used in war
work within the UK.

Above are some of the model railways from the first event.
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On the Saturday there was a replica tank ….. of course, we
went on the Sunday so missed it! But there were cavalry
troops giving demo’s of horse drills - the cavalry had little no
effect as the masses of razor wire would stop their use.

There were more loco’s from other railways, a Baldwin
Tractor and a speeder and armoured Simplex from the
Ffestiniog railway and the Baldwin 4-6-0 from Leighton
Buzzard Railway, there were 2 x Kerr Stuart Joffre class and
2 x Hudswell Clarke loco’s as well as visiting road vehicles.

The two photos above show a model of a gunpowder factory.
The photos on the front of the layout were used to build the
model.

The next year, for some reason, I missed the summer event.
I think I may have been on holiday, but the next ‘Tracks’
event I attended with Shaun (Horrocks) in 2016. This event
was bigger with more people dressed up and the railway staff
had uniforms. It made the event more enjoyable with lots to
see.
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There were several cars used in the war on display as well
as a Rolls Royce armoured car …. you can just make it out in
the background behind the car.

This was a much enlarged show with more restored wagons
and attractions to see.

There was a field Kitchen and First Aid tents with
demonstrations of equipment used during the war.
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Again, it was a very enjoyable show with good weather over
the weekend.
The next year a much smaller show was put on to
commemorate the loco Stanhope that was 100 years old. A
small model railway show was put on the storage building
again and, although smaller, it was very enjoyable and
friendly.

The model Railways were in the main storage museum
building.

“Ferme du Pont” (pictured above and at the top of the next
column) is a layout built to 7mm (1:43 scale) scale but uses
14mm track (602mm full scale).
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The final Tracks to Trenches event in July of this year was
the largest show so far, and I finally got to see the replica
tank. This event had more re-enactors from all over,
representing several Regiments and the 16th Lancers Display
Troup with their horses. It also had some French troops and
some Russian Troops from the eastern front. A replica 1st
WW1 aircraft was also on display. I was helping on a
demonstrator stand in the museum building, this year it was
cooler in there than the last show as there was a bit of wind
blowing across the site, sun shades had also been put up to
help cool down people, and the ice cream man did a good
trade!

The tank was built for film work and is a working prop but
looks very convincing when viewed from the front and rear.

The event had 2 visiting Wren type loco’s as used in road

It’s a bit shorter than a real WW1 tank.

and large construction projects.

The Baldwin Tractor was imported from Switzerland after
several years without use; it was converted to standard
gauge after the war and used in France near Lake Geneva
before moving to Switzerland for storage.
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The Hunslet 4-6-0 was making its first public outing after
being rebuilt by members of Railway, with help from the
National Lottery, and is the only one to be known working at
present. It was imported from Australia and has a new boiler
and many more new parts.

Other vehicles were also commandeered and used to
transport solders to and from the front lines.

Another newly rebuilt loco was Edgar which was originally
built for the French Army. It has also had a new boiler built for
it but was having some problems with injectors, so it did not
move about too much when I saw it!

The Baldwin tractor from Switzerland has started to be
stripped for rebuilding; it’s to get a more modern engine as
the present unit is the wrong type. There were more vehicles
from the war period, with London Transport Museum bringing
the period bus used in the trenches to transport solders to
the front.

The van (box car) behind the loco was used to transport
stretchers to the field hospitals; it had doors in the end so the
medics could move along the train.
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The aircraft was a replica of a 1916 Morane Type N Bullet. It
was built as a school’s project in the North East.
A display of equipment from the period also had a casualty
post with some original equipment.

The field railway also had a lot of unusual locos and stock,
No 3 was a Brush built battery loco and worked in a
explosives factory in Queensferry, North Wales.
The model railways at the show were again in lots of different
scales and gauges.
The railway also built a replica Gun Transporter wagon (see
The layout next to us (our demonstration stand) was 7mm

next column); the ‘soldiers’ had fun loading it the first time

scale 16.5mm gauge. It was a simple layout but with a lot of

until they viewed an old film showing how to load a gun. The
gun was fired several times though the event.

detail.
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This model (in the two photos above) is from Alsager and
shows the trenches and how they were laid out. Again in 1:35
scale so enables it to use the military scale and equipment.

One of the nice things, and an unusual feature, was the
barbed wire barrier in front of the layout. It was made of
string and was used in the play ‘War Horse’.
This layout uses different scales on the same layout some

“Q-Dump”, very well known and respected on the ‘exhibition

was 1:43 and some 1:35 as this overcame the problem of

circuit’, also uses 1:35 scale with many of the figures being

figures/vehicles not being available all in the same scale, and

hand made. The layout is due for retirement after its last

you didn’t notice it when viewing the model.

show in 2018.
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‘Ferme du Pont’ visited the event again this year and is a
layout built to 1:43 (7mm scale) running on 14mm gauge
track. It’s a very nice model, although it did have a problem
when it rained on the Friday night. It had to have a sheet
covering it as the roof leaked over the layout!
There was also ‘Fallgate’, an 009 layout that has been to our
own exhibition in Macclesfield, and a nice 009 street war
layout as well as several displays of locos and stock in a
variety of scales.
Overall a most enjoyable show and weekend. Well done to all
who attended and made it so special. This was the last
“Tracks to the Trenches” event. Next year the railway should
be a bit longer. The next major event was a Classic car show
in August followed by a Diesel event in October. Up and
coming is a Hallowe’en Special. In November a
Remembrance event and, of course, Santa trains in
December.
Have look at their website for details of future events:-

http://www.avlr.org.uk/
For information on many railways visit:-

‘http://www.narrow-gauge.co.uk'
Some very nice 16mm models were for sale in the beer tent,

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

you could also be 3D scanned and get a model figure of

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”

yourself for your model loco crew. If you had any family in the
forces in the Great War you could also find out what medals

Hubbardston

they were awarded.

MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128
specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30
‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'
and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling
Company’

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427
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The Apedale Valley Light Railway
Dominic Emery

When the Editor asked for articles about World War One I did
not think that I would be able to help, then I decided to visit
the Apedale Railway on Sunday,14th October when they
were running a steam service which happens one weekend a
month and I was able to take my mother with wheelchair.

The 2 ft. (60cm) gauge Apedale Valley Light Railway is
owned and run by the Moseley Railway Trust which started
50 years ago at the Moseley Hall Grammar School for Boys
in Cheadle, Cheshire. The Railway opened on the 19th

French Commission for their artillery railways. It looks very

September 2010. The line itself is next to the Apedale

similar to locos built by the French company Deauville and

Community Country Park near Chesterton, Newcastle-

has been suggested that the French Military had supplied

under- Lyme. The line is about ¼ of a mile long and the trip

drawings.

felt like it finished just after I had turned on the video camera,
No.7, WDLR 303, was built by the Hunslet Engine Co. and is

but I was allowed to ride in the cab of the loco on the way
back!

The interesting things are the steam engines, two of which
have served in France during the First World War and one
that was built to the same design and at the same time as the
Class G type ordered by the War Office in the Great War.
The Trust has got 4 steam engines:

a 4-6-0T built in 1916 and sent over to France and was noted
working with troops from the American Expeditionary Force.

In 2012 a huge, complex and costly restoration was
undertaken. A new boiler was provided and funding obtained
from the Heritage Lottery Fund. It made a triumphant pubic
debut at the July 2018 “Tracks to the Trenches” event at
Apedale which got 3000 visitors! At 14 tons she is the
heaviest of the steam engines at Apedale.

No.4, “Stanhope”, is a “Tattoo” Class 0-4-2ST built in 1917 by
Kerr Stuart at their California Works in Stoke-on-Trent. The
loco has been taken out of service and will be re-tubed over

No.9 / 104 “Ashanti” is a Hudswell Clarke Class G type

the winter and hopefully back in service for the 2019 season.

0-6-0WT from 1916 many of which were built to order by the
War office for foreign service on the Western Front. She and
her sister, however, were sent to the gold Coast (Ghana) to a

No.5 “Joffre” is a 0-6-0WT (with fitted side tanks) built in
1916 by Kerr Stuart and was one of 70 ordered by the
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Visitors are allowed to look around the 3 road engine shed
and enjoy the narrow gauge treasure trove within. The
carriages also have an interesting history, the toastrack

gold mine, perhaps to help to pay for the war by getting more
gold out?

The loco was completely overhauled from 2009 and 2014
including a new boiler and was launched into service at the
2014“Tracks to the Trenches” event. The engine sometimes

carriage No. 40 has been rebuilt using parts from an original

carries 104 number plates which reflect the number she

1923 built Robert Hudson Ltd. Carriage made for the finally

would have carried if she had been delivered to the War

completed Welsh Highland Railway. The covered carriage is

Department Light Railway (WDLR).

There are also 2 Simplex locos built by the Motor Rail and
Tramcar Company in 1918, the first is a 20hp version No.39
LR282 which was ordered by Ministry of Munitions, but
arrived too late for active service, being delivered on the 10th
December 1918 and No. 47 LR3090 which is a Simplex
“Protected” this has a 40hp petrol engine, built for service in
WW1 and ordered in December 1917, it went with 31 sister
engines straight into store (see photos in previous article).

No. FR 117 ex. Ffestiniog Railway sold after it was withdrawn
from service in 2015. The all steel saloon was built in 1977
on an old Isle of Man Railway chassis from carriage No. F72
that became surplus to requirements and was sold on. It
came to Apedale without bogies and these had to be sourced
from a Railway Museum in South Africa.
There are numerous WDLR restored wagons on the site,
including a very rare water tank wagon that was used to

The small brake van

supply the trenches with fresh water. There is a massive

used in the train is also

collection of petrol, diesel and battery electric on the site,

ex. military and was

including a type 17a Wickham trolley that was re-gauged by

built by Hudson

BR in the sixties for the Vale of Rheidol Railway and last

Raletrux in 1991 for use

used by BR in 1984.

in Wiltshire. It moved
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later to the Eastriggs site near Carlisle. The MRT managed to
bid for one of three that came up for disposal in 2003.

On the weekend of the 10th & 11th November the Railway is
holding a “World War One Armistice Centenary Weekend” so
if anyone has nothing better to do, then I can recommend a
visit.

A variety of other rolling stock is on diplay including a four

There is also a Museum (free entry) with café in the Apedale

wheel inspection truck and a box van used for transporting

Heritage centre next door.

More information at ’www.avlr.org.uk'

EDITOR’S NOTE

Without the efforts of the Apedale Valley Light Railway, the
Ashover Light Railway Society and so many more, we would
not have these important artefacts from such a pivotal point
in the world’s history. They are not only worth a visit, they are
more than worthy of our support.
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
the wounded from the front line. This wagon has a door at

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

each end to allow medics and nurses to move along the train.

CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”

It is often referred to as ‘The Great War’ but, in truth, there

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

was little great about it except for its sheer scale. The
statistics alone tell all. They are mind-bogglingly,

YO22 5LF

incomprehensibly huge. It was dubbed ‘the war to end all

01947 899125

wars’ but, just like everyone who has suffered a hangover
and promised never to drink again …. til the next one, the

“www.themodelcentre.com"

lessons had not been learned. Round two, as it were, began
a shade under 21 years later and, again, the railways played
CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

a crucial role - but that is another story.

Newsletter:-

We’ve had, in this issue, two great layouts featured and both,
e-mail

though of the highest modelling standards, could never

telephone

portray the true horrors experienced by those who were

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
07761 122126

actually involved. Maybe it’s as well. Railway modelling is a
hobby and is, as such, supposed to be ‘fun’ ….. not a
Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

harrowing experience!

Both Larry and Callum, in their very different ways, have

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

produced remarkable model railways that help us to
telephone

understand and picture the activities of those narrow gauge
railways and the roles they played behind the front lines on

07796 457978
07761 122126

the Western Front. Larry, in particular, has shown us that
Britain did not stand alone and that troops from the
Commonwealth and beyond were vital in achieving the

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

eventual victory. Canadians not only played an essential role
in the operation of those narrow gauge railways, they also
If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

contributed many good men to the ‘front line’ conflict.

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red
link above.

So many lives lost, but without the support of Canada, South
Africa, India, Australia, New Zealand and so many other
countries as well as, later, the USA, the ending of ‘The Great

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

War’ would have been very different.

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

the 11th November to remember the debt we owe to all those

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

who gave so much.

Secretary

Tom McDonough

We should all spare, at the very least, a moment or two on

Member reps

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

Tony Hallatt

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

Steve Nixon

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

Gerry Ogden

01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk

Colin Moores

Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

